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UNDERNEATH THE RADAR: THE IMPACT OF SAMESEX SEXUALITY AND SECULARISM ON EDUCATION IN
SOUTH AFRICA

Marius H. Smit *

I.

INTRODUCTION

Since the advent of constitutionalism in South Africa in
1994, the overriding purpose of the Constitutional Court has
been to advance transformation towards an egalitarian society
based on the respect for fundamental rights. 1 During the
negotiations for a constitutional settlement and transition from
the Apartheid State to a new democracy, proponents of the gayrights movement such as Edwin Cameron and Simon Nkoli
won the day by gaining the Mrican National Congress' support
and sufficient consensus from other parties to secure
protection. 2 As a result, South Mrica became the first country
in the world to expressly recognize, in its Constitution, sexual
orientation as a ground on which discrimination would
automatically be unfair until proven otherwise. 3 In a long line
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Marins Smit, LLM, Ph.D, is Associate-Professor in Education Law at North-West
University, Potchefstroom Campus, South Africa, as well as a practising attorney and
qualified educator.
1. The Constitution is the supreme law of South Africa and any law or conduct
inconsistent with it is invalid, and the obligations imposed by it must he fulfilled. S.
AFR. CONST., 1996, § 2; lAIN CURRIE & ,JOHAN DE WAAL, I THE NEW CONSTI'l'UTIONAL
AND ADMINISTRATIVE LAW Ch. 2 (2001) ("The Bill of Rights uses the term 'fundamental
rights' instead of 'human rights."').
2. Pierre De Vos & Jaco Barnard, Same-sex Marriage, Civil Unions and
Domestic Partnerships in South Africa: Critical Reflections on an Ongoing Saga, 124 S.
AFR. L.J. 795,808-09 (2007).
3. S. AFR. CONST., 1996, § 9 provides as follows:
Equality(]) Everyone is equal before the law and has the right to equal protection and
benefit of the law.
(2) Equality includes the full and equal enjoyment of all rights and freedoms. To
promote the achievement of equality, legislative and other measures designed to
protect or advance persons, or categories of persons, disadvantaged by unfair
discrimination may be taken.
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of judgments 4 the Constitutional Court emphasized that samesex rights should be interpreted as giving effect to the promise
of equality while respecting and accommodating diversity in
society.
It was inevitable that the Court eventually declared the
lack of the legal recognition of same-sex relationships
unconstitutional in the landmark decision of Minister of Home
Affairs v. Fourie. 5 The Court gave Parliament a period of one
year in which to adopt legislation that would allow same-sex
partners to formalize their relationships. After a process of
public participation and submissions by the conservatives as
well as the gay-rights lobby groups, Parliament decided not to
allow for same-sex "marriage," but to place same-sex couples on
an equal footing with heterosexual spouses by creating the
category known as "civil partnership" for same-sex couples. 6
South Africa thus became the fifth country to legalize same-sex
unions when the Civil Unions Act was enacted by parliament
in 2006. 7 Yet, many in the same-sex community were outraged
that they were not allowed to "marry" in the traditional sense
of the word. 8
Although the decisions of the Constitutional Court have by
and large been endorsed by government, the headlong rush
towards the emancipation of same-sex oriented rights does not
necessarily meet with popular approval of the people of South

(3) The state may not unfairly discriminate directly or indirectly against anyone
on one or more grounds, including race, gender, sex, pregnancy, marital status,
ethnic or social origin, colour, sexual orientation, age, disability, religion,
conscience, belief, culture>, language and birth.
4. Nat'l Coal. for Gay & Lesbian /~qual. v. Minister of Justice 1999 (1) SA 1 (CC);
Nat'l Coal. for Gay & Lesbian Equal. v. Minister of Home Affairs 2000 (2) SA 1 (CC);
Du Toit v. Minister of Welfare & Population Dev. 200:3 (2) SA 198 (CC); Satchwell v.
President of Rep. S. Afr. 200:3 (1) SA 266 (CC).
5. Minister of Home Affair v. Fourie 2006 (1) SA 524 (CC).
6. DeVos & Barnard, supra note 2.
7. Civil Union Act 17 of 2006 (S. Afr.). Same-sex "marriage" was legalized by the
Netherlands in 2001, Belgium in 2003, Canada in 2005, and Spain 2005. Yet, the Civil
Unions Act has been criticised: See De Vos & Barnard, supra note 2; Chris
McConnachie, With Such Changes as may Be Required by the Context': The Legal
Consequences of Marriage through the Lens of Section 13 of the Civil Union Act, 127 S.
APR. L.J. 424 (2010); Bradley Shaun Smith & J.A. Robinson, An Embarrassment of

Riches or a Profusion of Confusion? An Evaluation of the Continued Existence of the
Civil Union Act 17 of 2006 in the Light of Prospective Domestic Partnerships Legislation
in South Africa, 13 POTCHESTIWOM ELECTIWNJC L.J. 30 (2010), available at
http://www.saflii.org/za/journals/PER/2010/10.pdf.
8. See DeVos & Barnard, supra note 2, at 808-09.
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Africa. 9 Approximately 80% of South Africans profess to the
Christian faith. 10 Therefore, most of parents and learners
adhere to religious beliefs and moral opinions that accord with
the conventional position on marriage, 11 and the normalization
of same-sex unions and the concomitant interest to uphold
same-sex lifestyles creates a tension in the public domain. The
extent to which same-sex rights and interests should be
endorsed, tolerated or promoted in public schools is therefore a
contentious issue.
In view of the aforementioned controversy, this paper will
discuss the significance of the endorsement of same-sex
partnerships to education in two parts: First, the
Constitutional background and relevant case law will be
discussed, and second, the effect of same-sex partnerships will
be examined with regard to the purpose of education, the rights
of parents and the best interest of children, the effect of legal
positivism and a secular approach on societal mores and the
impact of HIV/AIDS on South Africa.

II.

BACKGROUND TO THE SOUTH AFRICAN CONSTITUTION

The Bill of Rights contains a number of provisions such as
the right to human dignity, the right to freedom of expression,
the right to privacy and the right to freedom of association, all
of which have an implicit bearing on the topic of this paper. 12

9. !d. Also. in his keynote address, Justice Froneman of the Constitutional Court
admitted that the people of South Africa are not in popular agreement with the overly
progressive approach of this court and that it should take cognizance of public opinion
on matters of moral import in order to retain credibility. ,Justice Juhan Coenraad
Froneman, Annual F.W. de Klerk Commemorative Lecture held at the Law Faculty,
North-West University (Oct. 1:l 2010).
10. The 2007 census results indicate that 79.8% of South Africans adhere to the
Christian faith, which includes mainstream Protestant, African Zionist, Independent,
Latter Day Saints and Roman Catholic traditions. The percentages of the other main
religions arc: Judaism (0.2%), Islam (1.5%), Hindu (1.2%) other Eastern (0.9%). The
remaining 16.5% of the population indicated that they have no religion. CENSUS 2001:
PRIMARY TABLES SOUTH AFRICA 24, available at http://www.statssa.gov.~a/census01/
html/ RSAPrimary.pdf.
11. Marriage Law Project, World Religions and Same-Sex Marriage, July 2002, at
1, 4, available at http://marriagclaw.cua.edu/publications/wrr.pdf. The overwhelming
consensus of adherents (99.8%) of the five major religions of the world, i.e. Christianity
(Catholic, Protestant, Orthodox, Independent, and Latter-day Saints traditions),
Judaism, Islam, Hinduism and Buddism affirm that marriage, by definition, requires a
man and a woman. ld. For a deviant view, see ARLENE SWJDLER, HOMOSEXUALITY AND
WORLD RELICIONS (1993).
12. S. AFR. CONST., 1996, § 2.
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Woolman et al. assert that the most important stipulation in
the Bill of Rights is the limitation provision. 13 The gist of the
limitation provision entails that fundamental rights are not
absolute and that the proportional weight of conflicting rights
should be balanced in a process by determining the
reasonability and justifiability of limiting one right in respect
of another. The essence of this proportionality assessment is to
determine whether the "benefit to others" seem to outweigh the
"cost to the right-holder." Accordingly, in matters where the
interests or rights of same-sex individuals or groups might
conflict with the interests of others, the courts would apply the
limitation provision to weigh the respective rights. The answer
to such quandaries cannot be answered in the abstract, but
depends on the particular facts of each case and must be
considered cas uistically.
A.

The Right to Basic Education

Section 29 of the South African Constitution provides that
everyone has the right to basic education. This places an
essential obligation on the state to provide public education. In
addition, section 29(3) of Constitution provides that everyone
has the right to establish and maintain, at their own expense,
independent educational institutions. Independent schools in
South Africa tend to be parochial institutions based on a
particular faith, language of tuition or culture.

B.

The Best Interest of the Child

Section 28(2) of the Constitution provides that "a child's
best interests are of paramount importance in every matter
concerning the child." 14 The comprehensive and emphatic
language of section 28 indicates that application of the law
13. CONSTITUTIONAL LAW OF SOUTH AFRICA 67 (Stu Woolman ct a!. cds., 1996).
The Constitution, section 36(1 ), provides:
Limitation of rights(1) The rights in the Bill of Rights may be limited only in terms of law of general
application to the extent that the limitation is reasonable and justifiable in an
open and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom, taking
into account all relevant factors, including(a) the nature of the right;
(b) the importance of the purpose of the limitation;
(c) the nature and extent of the limitation;
(d) the relation between the limitation and its purpose; and
(e) less restrictive means to achieve the purpose.
14. S. AFR. CONST., 1996, § 28(2).
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must always be child-sensitive; that statutes must be
interpreted and the common law developed in a manner which
favours protecting and advancing the interests of children; and
that courts must function in a manner which at all times shows
due respect for children's rights. 15 However, the Constitutional
Court has held that section 28 is not an overbearing and
unrealistic trump of other rights and that the best interests
injunction is capable of limitation. 16
In the matter of M. v. State, 17 which dealt with the question
whether it would be in the best interest of three young boys if
their mother (as primary caregiver) was incarcerated for
committing fraud, Justice Sachs explained the role of the law
and obligations of the State with regard to the best interests of
the child as follows:
No constitutional injunction can in and of itself isolate
children from the shocks and perils of harsh family and
neighbourhood environments. What the law can do is create
conditions to protect children from abuse and maximize
opportunities for them to lead productive and happy lives.
Thus, even if the State cannot itself repair disrupted family
life, it can create positive conditions for repair to take place,
and diligently seek wherever possible to avoid conduct of its
agencies which may have the effect of placing children in
peril. It follows that section 28 requires the law to make best
efforts to avoid, where possible, any breakdown of family life
or parental care that may threaten to put children at
increased risk. Similarly, in situations where rupture of the
family becomes inevitable, the State is obliged to minimise
the consequent negative effect on children as far as it can.

In Government of the Republic of South Africa v.
Grootboom, 18 Justice Yacoob pointed out that the State must
provide the legal and administrative infrastructure necessary
to ensure that children are accorded the protection
contemplated in section 28. Normally that obligation would be
fulfilled by enacting legislation and implementing enforcement
mechanisms for the maintenance of children, their protection

15. M. v. State & Centre for Child Law (Amicus Curiae) 2008 (3) SA 232 (CC) at
para. 15.
16. Id. at para. 28.
17. See CENSUS, supra note 10 at 24.
18. Gov't of the Rep. of S. Afr. v. Grootboom 2001 (1) SA 16 (CC); Gov't of the
Republic of S. Afr. v. Grootboom 2000 (11) BCLR 1169 (CC) at para. 77-78.
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from maltreatment, abuse, neglect or degradation and the
prevention of other forms of harm suffered by children.
Accordingly, the purport of section 28(2) establishes the
principle that the State and organs of the State, such as public
schools, should follow policies and conduct itself in a manner
that safeguards family life and sustains parental care in the
best interest of the child.

C.

Religion in Public Schools

In contrast to the position of the United States, 19 which
attempts to completely divorce the religious and secular
spheres of society, South Africa follows the co-operative model
towards religion and the state. In the co-operative model, both
the principle of legal separation and the possibility of creative
interaction between the law and religion are affirmed. 20 In an
open and democratic society contemplated by the Constitution,
there must be mutual respect and co-existence between the
secular and the sacred. 21 In terms of section 15(2) of the
Constitution, religious observances may be conducted in public
schools on condition that firstly, the observances should follow
rules made by the school governing body; secondly, they are
conducted on an equitable basis; and thirdly, that attendance
at them is free and voluntary. 22 The national guidelines for
religious policy at schools distinguishes between religious
observances (such as prayer, singing hymns, reading from the
Bible etc.); religious studies (which refers to the subject of
studying religions of the world); and religious training (which
involves specific doctrinal teaching and proselytizing that is
usually performed by ordained religious leaders). Accordingly,
the right to conduct religious observances in public schools does
not entitle any teacher to teach specific religious doctrine to a
captive audience of learners in a classroom as the involuntary

19. The problematic approach of the U.S. Supreme Court toward the state and
religion and the untenable results associated with the separationist model have been
well documented. See generally Charles Russo, In the Eye of the Beholder: The Supreme
Court, Judicial Activism, and Judicial Restraint, SCH. Bus. AB'F., Oct. 2005, at 17.
20. Wittmann u. Deutscher Schuluerein, Pretoria 1998 (1) SA 12:l ('!')at 116 G-H
("It is clear therefore that the drafters of our Constitution steered our constitutional
ship on a religious course diametrically opposed to that of the United States.").
21. Minister of Home Affair u. Fourie, 2006 1 SA 521 (CC).
22. S. AFR. CONS'f., 1996, § 1.5(2).
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nature of such teaching would infringe the section 15(2)(a)
requirement. 23
In terms of section 9(3) of the Constitution, the state may
not unfairly discriminate directly or indirectly against anyone
on grounds of religion. 24 Obviously this implies that the judicial
branch of the state (the courts) may not discriminate unfairly
against a person or groups religion by differential treatment
that impugns the dignity of those affected. According to De Vos
and Barnard, the most compelling factor favouring a conclusion
that differential treatment imposed by the state constitutes
unfair discrimination will be a showing that the affected group
suffers
from
pre-existing
disadvantage,
vulnerability,
stereotyping or prejudice. 25 Yet, in a society that is in
transition, new patterns of discrimination by the state (or other
persons) may develop. In this regard it has become clear that
the judicial approach of favouring secularism has established a
trend of differential treatment towards Christian religious
groups. 26
Nevertheless, the co-operative model has the advantage
that every school may have its own religious policy and that
educators and learners alike are free to publicly live in
accordance with their religious convictions. As a result, many
public schools in South Africa have retained a religious
character and culture that enables learners and educators to
demonstrate their faith. The adverse side of the matter is that
contentious issues such as same-sex relationships can create
tensions in schools especially where such practices conflict with
the precepts and ethos of a particular religion.

D.

Equality and the Legalization of Same-Sex Rights

Over the past fifteen years, almost all the provisions in the
common law and statutory law that differentiated directly or
indirectly between heterosexuals and homosexuals have now
been set aside by parliament or declared invalid by the
Constitutional Court. In particular the common law crime of

23. Id.
21. /d. § 9(3).
25. 8. i\FR. CONST., 1996, § 9.

26. Marius Smit, '/'he Headlonft Rush to Amoral Activism-Positivism or
Alternative Adjudication, 4 J.S. AFIL L. 728-13 (2008).
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sodomy has been abolished, 27 immigration benefits have been
afforded to same-sex life partners of citizens,2 8 adoption right
have been granted to same-sex couples, 29 spousal benefits such
as pensions and medical aid compensation have been accorded
to same-sex life partners, 30 and same-sex unions have been
legalized. 31
The legalization of same-sex rights has fortified the
secularization of societal norms because there is, to a large
extent, a complacent acceptance of the normalization of samesex relationships in South Africa.

III. SAME-SEX PARTNERSHIPS IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN
Proponents of same-sex rights argue that family, family life
and conventional spousal relations are not threatened by samesex sexuality. In the immigration case National Coalition for
Gay and Lesbian Equality v. Minister of Justice, 32 Justice
Ackerman stated: "'[i]t is possible to be pro-family without
rejecting less traditional family forms. It is not anti-family to
support protection for non-traditional families. The traditional
family is not the only family form and non-traditional family
forms may equally advance true family values."' The
Constitutional Court held that a person's sexual orientation is
of no legal consequence and that the State does not have a
legitimate interest in protecting society and its institutions by
excluding gay men and lesbians from society or its
institutions. 33 In Fourie, 34 the Court rejected many of the
stereotypical assumptions made about gay men and lesbians
and their intimate relationships. The Court affirmed the
principles with regard to treating gays and lesbians fairly
which includes that gays and lesbians have a constitutionally
entrenched right to dignity and equality; the criminalization of

27.
28.
1 (CC).
29.
:30.
:31.
:32.
1 (CC)
(Can.)).
33.
:34.

Nat"! Coal. for Gay & Lesbian Equal. v. Minister of .Justice 1999 (1) SA 6 (CC).
Nat'[ Coal. for Gay & Lesbian Equal. v. Minister of Home Affairs 2000 (2) SA
Du Toit v. Minister of Welfare & Population Dev. 200:3 (2) SA 198 (CC).
Satchwell v. President of RSA 200:3 (4) SA 266 (CC).
Du Toit v. Minister of Welfare & Population Dev. 200:3 (2) SA 198 (CC).
Nat'l Coal. for Gay & Lesbian Equal. v. Minister of Home Affairs 2000 (2) SA
at n. 76 (quoting Canada (Attorney-General) v. Mossop, [199:3] S.C.R 544
ld.
Minister of Home Affairs v. fi'ourie 2006 1 SA 524 (CC) at para. 92.
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private and consensual sexual expression between gays has
been struck down as unconstitutional; gays and lesbians in
same-sex life partnerships are as capable as heterosexual
spouses of expressing and sharing love in its manifold forms
including affection, friendship, eros and charity; and that gays
and lesbians are as capable of forming intimate, permanent,
committed, monogamous, loyal and enduring relationships. In
particular the Constitutional Court thus concluded that the
family life of gays and lesbians is in all significant respects
indistinguishable from those of heterosexual spouses and
equally as important. The Constitutional Court held that
societal prejudice can never justify discrimination and an
institution's (such as a church or a school) wish to
accommodate the prejudices of the majority of the people of the
country can never make otherwise unfair discrimination fair.
However, this author is of the opmwn that the
Constitutional Court is stated this conclusion (i.e. that
discrimination can "never" be justified) in overbroad terms,
because the general limitation clause of the Constitution35
makes allowance for unfair discrimination to be justified (i.e.
determined as fair), if the purpose of the limitation is not
inconsistent with the underlying values protected by section 9
(the equality clause) of the Constitution and the inconvenience
or burden imposed by the measure does not lead to impairment
of fundamental dignity or does not constitute an impairment of
comparably serious nature. 36 It is conceivable that
discrimination against gay and lesbian educators may be
justified if the rights of a vulnerable group (e.g. children at
school) outweigh the impairment that gays and lesbians may
experience in the public realm. In other words, discrimination
against gay and lesbian educators may well be reasonable and
justifiable (i.e. permissible) in terms of the general limitation
clause in the context of a particular situation, especially if
other more serious intrusions to the children's upbringing or
disruptions to the children's religion may result. The
Constitutional Court's finding in Fourie 37 that discrimination
can "never" be justified is overbroad, because it negates the
principles of the general limitation clause and contradicts the

i15. S. AFR. CONST., 1996, § 36.
i16. Harksen v. Lane NO 1998 (1) SA i100 (CC) at para. 64-65.
i17. Minister of Home Affairs v. i'ourie 2006 1 SA 521 (CC) at para. 92.
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two-stage enquiry to determine the fairness of discrimination
as expounded in Harksen. 38
As far as same-sex relationships relate primarily to private
matters in the realm of family law, these statements by the
Court are decidedly correct. Thus in terms of the Civil Union
Act, same-sex couples have the ex lege (by virtue of law) duty to
support one another according to their respective means and
needs, will be prohibited from disposing of joint property
without written consent and will be entitled to occupy the
family home irrespective of which partner owns or rents it.
Same-sex partners also automatically qualify as a "spouse" for
the purposes of the Intestate Succession Act 39 and the
Maintenance of Surviving Spouses Act, 40 and as a "dependant"
in terms of the Compensation for Occupational Injuries and
Diseases Act. 41
However, the exercise of these private rights, arrangements
and concerns of same-sex couples have to date been restricted
to the private sphere. Supposed same-sex entitlements or
claims in the public domain are not analogous to same-sex
rights in the private domain. In other words, it is important to
distinguish between the rights of same-sex oriented persons in
private and the ostensible entitlements of same-sex persons in
public. The extent to which the exercise of same-sex rights
should be permitted in the public realm is a matter that
requires close scrutiny. Within the realm of public education
the endorsement or accommodation of same-sex sexuality may
have adverse legal, educational and moral consequences that
impact on the purpose of education, the rights of parents, the
appointment of educators and the best interests of children.
These matters will be considered sequentially.

38.
39.
10.
11.
Smith &

Harksen v. Lane NO 1998 (1) SA 300 (CC) at para. 51.
Intestate Succession Act 51 of 1992 (S. Afr.).
Maintenance of Surviving Spouses Act 27 of 1990 (S. Afr.).
Compensation for Occupational Injuries and Diseases Act 130 of 199:3 (S.Afr.);
Robinson, supra note 7, at :H-:12.
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IV. THE PURPOSE OF EDUCATION
Schools are microcosms of society. 42 Learners experience
many of the everyday challenges and conflicts in the
classrooms and school environment that will one day become
part of their adult life in the society they live in. Education has
two main aims, namely a qualification function and a
socialization (or civilizing) purpose. 43 The socializing purpose of
education is least effective if children are placed in cultural,
linguistic or religious settings foreign to their own upbringing,
but is optimized by placing a child in the safe setting of a
known language, culture and religion. 44
Education is the primary instrument to ensure the
safeguarding, protection and transference of a society's
constitutional values and a community's culture. 45 Developing
a culture of human rights is enhanced when educators model
behaviour in accordance with the Constitution. In so doing,
educators overtly and explicitly display the desirable codes and
values of behaviour to learners, parents and others in the
school community. Obviously, the opposite also applies. If
homosexual or lesbian educators overtly and explicitly promote
or practice same-sex lifestyles, such behaviour will
inadvertently model the values and established customs
according by which such educators live. The overriding
socializing purpose of education to develop learners into
skilled, competent, socially responsible adults and civic-minded
citizens could be undermined if learners are actively recruited
or purposefully exposed to promiscuous sexual behaviour that
is foreign to their own upbringing. However, this does not
imply that all same-sex oriented persons are promiscuous as
they are likewise as capable of forming intimate, permanent,
committed, monogamous, loyal and enduring relationships. 46

42. Jan Akkermans, l~ducational and International Conventions, in HUMAN
RiGHTS IN SOUTH AFRICAN EDUCATION: FROM THE CONSTITUTIONAL DRAWING BOARD
TO THE CHALKBOARD (J. De Groof & E. Malherbe eds., 1997).

4:3. !d.
11. G.D. Van Loggerenberg, C. Myhurgh & J.C. Kok, Learners' Awareness of Their
Ri!Jhts towards the Maintenance of Own Reli!Jion, Language and Culture, 17 S. AFIL J.

Enuc. 11, 11-15 (1997).
45. Clive Dimmock, Buildinf? Democracy in the School Setting: the Principal's
Role, in CREATING AND MANAGING THE DEMOCIW!'IC SCHOOL 157, 171 (Judith Chapman
et al. eds., 1995), available at http://www.eric.ed.gov/PDFS/ED384138.pdf.
16. Minister of Home Affairs v. Fourie 2006 1 SA 521 (CC).
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On the other hand, a matter that has been kept underneath the
radar is that concurrent sexual partners is generally prevalent
in the same-sex community and that the incidence and
prevalence of sexual diseases such as HIV/AIDS is twice as
high between homosexual men as between heterosexual men. 47
Consequently, the overt practice of promiscuous same-sex
sexuality at schools could undermine the ultimate aim of
education because the health of learners will be placed at
severe risk and socialization according to generally accepted
norms that affirm permanent, committed, monogamous, loyal
and enduring relationships may be compromised. As
promiscuous same-sex sexuality is contrary to the upbringing,
customs and religion of the majority of learners and parents,
the open advocation of this form of same-sex sexuality at
schools should be strongly discouraged in order prevent the
weakening of parental rights and the undermining of the
socialisation function of education. Furthermore, any overt
practice or advancement of promiscuous same-sex sexuality in
the public realm (such as public schools) will definitely cause
conflict with the majority of parents and will expose learners to
lethally serious health risks. Even the subliminal influence of
the "normalization" of same-sex sexuality at public schools
should be discouraged as it conveys values and moral norms
that are in conflict with the majority outlook of members of
society. Even though discouraging the normalization of samesex sexuality in schools would seem indirectly discriminatory
against gay and lesbian educators, the discrimination may be
justified in terms of the general limitation clause48 because the
rights of a vulnerable group (e.g. children at school) would
outweigh the impairment that gays and lesbians may
experience in the public realm. In other words, in the public
realm context of a school it may well be reasonable and
justifiable (i.e. permissible) to dissuade the open advocation of
same-sex sexuality in accordance with the general limitation
clause, because the more serious intrusions to the children's
upbringing or the more serious disruption of the children's
religion may so be avoided.

47. Carol Metcalf & Laetitia Rispel, Exposing a Hidden HJV Epidemic among
Men Who Have Sex with Men, HUMAN SCI. RES. COUNCIL REV., June 2009 at t\, t\,
available at http://www.hsrc.ac.za/index.php?module=pagesetter&type=file&func=get&
tid=25&fid=pdf&pid=28.
48. 8. AFR. CONST., 1996, § 36.
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Section 28 of the Constitution requires the law to make its
best efforts to avoid, where possible, any breakdown of family
life or parental care that may threaten to put children at
increased risk. 49 Therefore, in situations where rupture of the
family becomes a possibility, the State is obliged to minimize
the consequential negative effect on children as far as it can. 50
For these reasons, the State and education authorities must at
all costs avoid circumstances in public schools that might have
harmful effects on children insofar as same-sex sexuality might
affect their health, be contrary to the upbringing of the
majority of learners and detrimentally affect family life or
parental care.

V.

CONSTITUTIONALISM AND THE SECULAR APPROACH

Surprisingly, in this era of constitutionalism, the legal
positivistic approach to constitutional adjudication has
remained the preferred methodology of the courts. Davis
attributes the juridical practice of applying legal positivism as
method to the pre-1994 tradition of formalistic interpretation
in accordance with the Westminster constitutional model. 51
Legal positivism is a
philosophical approach that
formalistically separates morality from the positive law.
Application of the legal positivistic method ostensibly avoids
decisions or interpretations based on moral values, religious
beliefs or emotional considerations to influence the process of
reasoning because such apparently irrational phenomena
cannot be posited as true "facts" or valid reasons. The core
features of positivist epistemology is that only empirical facts
(i.e. facts observed and measured by the senses) that have been
rationally abstracted (i.e. by induction) to a higher system of
knowledge can be "posited" as true and valid. 52
In contrast, the natural law approach (legal moralism) to
issues involving value judgments and moral questions is that
the law is based on moral norms extraneous to the positive law

19. M. u. State & Centre for Child Law (Amicus Curiae) 2008 (3) SA 232 (CC) at
para. 28.
50. Id.
51. DENNIS DAVIS, DEMOCRACY AND DELTRERATTON (1999).
52. FREDERIK VAN /WL & ,JOHAN VAN Dim VYVER, lNLEJ])]NG
REGSWETENSKAP [INTRODUCTION TO LEGAL SCIENCE] 62-66 (1982).
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itself. 53 The extraneous source of moral norms is usually
regarded to be of transcendental origin in accordance with
religious beliefs.
South African case law is replete with examples of legal
positivism as the dominant approach followed by the courts 54
and is indubitably confirmed by this excerpt from S. v.
Makwanyane: "Whether or not a particular punishment is
inconsistent with these rights depends upon an interpretation
of the relevant provisions of the Constitution, and not upon a
moral judgment that a murderer should not be allowed to claim
them." 55 There can be no doubt that, from a legal point of view,
the South African civil marriage is regarded as a secular
institution. Justice Farlam in his minority judgment in the
Supreme Court of Appeal hearing of Fourie v Minister of Home
Affairs 56 explained the secular and positivistic approach of the
Courts as follows:
I have dealt in some detail with the history of the law of
marriage because it throws light on a point of cardinal
importance in the present case: namely, that the law is
concerned only with marriage as a secular institution. It is
true that it is seen by many as having a religious dimension
also, but that is something with which the law is not
concerned.

The notion of a separation or co-existence between the
secular and the sacred is philosophical in purport, as the first
dualistic life-view was contemplated by Plato. 57 This confirms
Moore's the contention that irreligious (secular) convictions and
presuppositions are philosophical points of departure that play
a role in legal positivism as applied by the judiciary. 58 Thus, as
shown by post-modernists, the meta-theoretical spheres of
religion (or irreligion) and morality are so intertwined with

53. INTRODUCTION TO SOUTH AFRICAN LAW AND LEGAL THEORY (Will em Hosten et
a!. eds., 1995).
54. Christian Lawyers Ass'n of S. Afr. v. Minister of Health 1998 (4) SA 111:3 (T)
at 1118. (See para. D: "Nor is it the function of this Court to decide the issue on
religious or philosophical grounds. The issue is a legal one to he decided on the proper
legal interpretation to be given to section 11.").
55. Id. at para. 137.
56. Minister of Home Affairs v. Fourie 2006 (1) SA 521 (CC) at para. 80.
57. William Hart, Dualism, in A COMPANION TO THE PHILOSOPHY OF MIND 265,
265-67 (Samuel Guttenplan ed., 1996).
58. L. MOORE, Tm; UNMASKING OF SCIENC"; 70 (1982).
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"secular" life that it cannot be conveniently compartmentalized
into separate categories.
Craffert demonstrated that religious or irreligious
convictions and presuppositions, worldviews and life-views,
convictions and philosophical points of departure all play a role
in science, including the legal science. 59 Worldviews are the
pre-scientific foundational points of orientation from which
individuals interpret their normative belief and reality
perspectives. Religion or morality forms the core of every
person's worldview. According to Rens, values are based on a
person's worldview and are formed by a variety of factors
including religion, culture, gender, cognitive, emotional and
physical development, as well as parental upbringing and the
socio-economic environment. 60 Hasten et al. 61 remind us that
legal theory includes a concern with moral values as well as
political values (such as the democratic tenets of equality,
freedom and human dignity), 62 legal values (such as justice,
fairness,
righteousness,
reasonableness,
equity
and
impartiality), and administrative values. 63 Although the moral,
democratic and legal values correspond to a large extent,
conflicts arise at the periphery of these categories where the
applications become intertwined. In South Africa the Bill of
Rights makes the validity of the law contingent upon moral
tests. 64 Value judgments are part and parcel of the judicial
process, 65 and all judgments, including positivistic decisions,
shape public opinion and values. 66 The secular and positivist
approach to law is founded on philosophical presuppositions
59. Pieter F. Craffert, The Stuff World- Views Are Made Of, 61.2 SCRIPTURA 93
(1997).
60. Julia A. ltens, J{iglyne vir Waarde-Opvoeding in Suid-Afrikaanse Skole
[Guidelines for Value Education in South African Schools] (2005) (unpublished Ph.D.
thesis.
North-West
University,
Potchefstroom
Campus),
available
at
http:l/dspace.nwu.ac.za/hitstream/10394/524/1/rens_ja.pdf.
61. INTRODUCTION TO SOUTH AFRICAN LAW AND LEGAL THEORY, supra note 53, at
237.
62. SeeS. AFJL CONST., 1996, § 7(1) (enshrining the democratic values of freedom,
equality and human dignity).
6:3. INTRODUCTION TO SOUTH AFRICAN LAW AND LEGAL THEORY, supra note 53, at
2::l7.
61. Murray Wesson & Max Du Plessis, Hart, Dworkin and the Nature of (South
African) Lef?al Theory, 12:i S. AFR. L .•J. 700, 705 (2006).
65. S. v. Makwanyane 1995 (:3) SA 391 (CC) at para. 207 ("After all, concepts like
'good faith,' 'unconscionable' or 'reasonable' import value judgments into the daily grind
of courts of law.").
66. See DAVIR, supra note 51, at 11.
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and premises based on each judge's particular worldview. It
would be disingenuous to state that judges do not make value
judgments from time to time and, of course, the law plays a
powerful part in determining the values of society by virtue of
its coercive nature and the ability to enforce compliance by
legal sanction. 67
Philosophers of science like Kuhn, Lakatos and Feyerabend
questioned the positivist assumption that science was
autonomous,
self-reliant
and
self-sufficient. 68
They
demonstrate convincingly that philosophers, researchers,
theoreticians, and practitioners could not be impartial,
objective, and neutral in the processes of science. Similarly, it
would be disingenuous for the judiciary to deny that
presuppositional subjective influences and worldviews
determine their judgments to an extent. Yet, the positivist
approach maintains the ostensible reliance by the courts on
rational and empirical evidence based on positive sources of
law (such as common law texts, statutory provisions or codified
law, case law, evidentiary proof and rational argument) but
spuriously denies the subliminal influence of meta-theoretical
foundations of knowledge and subjective worldviews. Willmott
asserts that the positivistic method is erratic because the
empirical requirements for proof and atomistic approach to
communal structures cannot adequately accommodate the
notion of irreducible causal relationships. 69
As a result, values expounded by the judiciary often conflict
with other court decisions and with societal or individual
mores. For instance, to name a few examples: the value of life
is emphasised by the prohibition of capital punishment,7° but is
downgraded by the determination that fetuses do not have a
right to life. 71 The value of human dignity is emphasised by
disallowing the legalization of prostitution, 72 but is also

67. RAilHIWCH, RECHTSPHILOSOPHIE (STUD!ENAUS(;ABE) 6 (Robert Alexy trans.,

2002).
68. JOHANNF.S VAN DER WALT, SCHOLARSHIP IN A CHANGING IN'l'ELLF:CTUAL
CLIMATE 27 (2002).
69. Robert Willmott, School Ji;ffectiueness Research: an Ideological Commitment?,
a3 J. PHIL. EDUC. 253, 260 (1999).
70. S. u. Makwanyane 1995 (3) SA B91 (CC).
71. See Christian Lawyers Association of S. Afr. u. Minister of Health 1998 (1) SA
111a (T).
72. S. u. Jordan (Sex Workers Education & Advocacy Task Force & Others as
Amici Curiae) 2002 (6) SA 642 (CC).
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degraded by allowing pornography. 73 Equality and individual
autonomy is protected to reinforce same-sex emancipation, but
equal deference is not accorded to traditional religious and
moral views of marriage between a man and a woman. 74 As a
result, the positivistic approach of the judiciary inadvertently
influences morality when value judgments on issues
purportedly within the secular sphere, exert a moral influence
on society. This is evident in view of the wide-spread
complacent acceptance of the normalization of same-sex rights
in South Mrican society.
With regard to same-sex sexuality issues, it is therefore
inaccurate and disingenuous for the courts to state that the law
is only concerned with the secular as a pattern has clearly
developed in terms whereof the judiciary have imposed their
irreligious worldviews on society in decisions concerning samesex rights by ignoring legitimate moral and religious concerns.

VI. MINISTER OF HOME AFFAIRS V. FOURIE AND RELIGIOUS
FREEDOM

The matter of Minister of Home Affairs v. Fourie is
illustrative of the conflict between religious (moral) and secular
values that our society is experiencing. 75 As previously
mentioned, in Fourie the Constitutional Court declared the
exclusion of same-sex couples from the common-law definition
of marriage and the prescribed marriage formula in section
30(1) of the Marriage Act 76 unconstitutional because it
constituted unfair discrimination against same-sex couples.
Once again, the Court applied a positivistic approach, as is
evident from the following extract, per Justice Sachs:
Yet for the purpose of legal analysis, such appreciation would
not imply accepting that those sources may appropriately be
relied upon by a court. Whether or not the Biblical texts
support his beliefs would certainly not be a question, which

73. Case v. Minister of Safety & Security 1996 (3) SA 617 (CC); Curtis v. Minister
of Safety & Security 1996 (5) BCLR 609 (CC) at para. 91 ("What erotic material I may
choose to keep within the privacy of my home, and only for my personal use there, is
nobody's business but mine.").
74. Hanncretha Kruger, Appearance and Reality: Constitutional Protection of the
Institutions of Marriage and the Family, 66 J. CONTEMP. ROMAN-DUTCH L. 285 (2003).
75. Minister of Home Affairs v. Fourie 2006 (1) SA 524 (CC).
76. Marriage Act 25 of 1961 (S. Afr.).
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this Court could entertain. From a constitutional point of
view, what matters is for the Court to ensure that he be
protected in his right to regard his marriage as sacramental,
to belong to a religious community that celebrates its
marriages according to its own doctrinal tenets, and to be free
to express his views in an appropriate manner both in public
and in Court. Further than that the Court could not be
expected to go. 77
The Court justifies this approach by stating that judges
would be placed in an intolerable situation if they were called
upon to construe religious texts and take sides on issues, which
have caused deep schisms within religious bodies.n This is
however a fallacious, non sequitur argument, because
considering or hearing religious or moral arguments against an
immoral notion or legal rule does not necessarily call for
judicial construction of religious texts, but for consideration of
the persuasive value of moral reasons. The religious texts were
not in contention (in casu) and there is no unadulterated
religious schism on the issue at hand. In fact, all Christian
denominations are in agreement of the meaning of marriage. 79
In other words, it is fallacious to purport that the use of
religious texts calls for judicial construction of the texts.
Justice Sachs exaggerated the so-called differences in order to
justify the disregard of religious or moral arguments.
In a predictable pattern that accords with a humanist
worldview, Justice Sachs ostensibly acknowledges the place of
religious beliefs in a pluralistic society, for purely utilitarian
reasons, but then downplays the pragmatic effect that samesex marriages will have on freedom of religion. 80
The Court first considered the argument that the
constitutive and definitional characteristic of marriage is its
procreative potential and can therefore never include same-sex
couples. 81 However, it found this argument to be deeply
demeaning to couples (married or not) who, for whatever

77. Minister of Home Affairs u. Fourie 2006 (1) SA 524 (CC) at para. 93.
78. ld. at para. 92.
79. See Marriage Law Project, supra note 11, at 4.
80. Minister of Home Affairs u. F'ourie 2006 (1) SA 524 (CC) at para. 92 ("'tis one
thing for the Court to acknowledge the important role that religion plays in our puhlic
life. It is quite another to use religious doctrine as a source for interpreting the
Constitution. It would be out of order to employ the religious sentiments of some as a
guide to the constitutional rights of others.").
81. !d. at para. 85.
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reason, either choose not to procreate or are incapable of
procreating when they start a relationship or become so at any
time thereafter.x 2 It is also demeaning for couples who start a
relationship at a stage when they no longer have the capacity
to conceive, and for adoptive parents. 83
Conservative submissions before the court in Fourie argued
that marriage is by its very nature, and in terms of its
historical evolution,
is concerned with heterosexual
relationships and suggested that the remedy does not lie in
radically altering the law of marriage, but that an alternative
form of recognition for same-sex family relationships would be
the appropriate remedy. 84 The Court rejected the assertion that
marriage is by its very nature a religious institution and that
to change its definition would violate religious freedom in a
most fundamental way. 85 Although the Court recognized that
religious bodies play a large and important part in public life
and are part of the fabric of our society, and that in an open
and democratic society contemplated by the Constitution, there
must be mutual respect and co-existence between the secular
and the sacred, the Court held that:
The acknowledgement by the state of the right of same-sex
couples to enjoy the same status, entitlements and
responsibilities as marriage law accords to heterosexual
couples is in no way inconsistent with the rights of religious
organizations to continue to refuse to celebrate same-sex
marriages. The constitutional claims of same-sex couples can
accordingly not be negated by invoking the rights of believers
to have their religious freedom respected. The two sets of
interests involved do not collide, they co-exist in a
constitutional realm based on accommodation of diversity. 86

The Court thus held that in an open and democratic society
there should be a capacity to accommodate and manage
difference, and recognition should not be given to the view of
the (religious) majority on marginalized minorities in ways
that would reinforce unfair discrimination against a minority.
In this regard, Justice Sachs reasoned: "In the open and
democratic society contemplated by the Constitution there
82.
83.
81.
85.
86.

Jd.
Jd.
!d. at para. 88-89.
/d.
Jd. at para. 93.
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must be mutually respectful co-existence between the secular
and the sacred. The function of the Court is to recognize the
sphere which each inhabits, not to force the one into the sphere
of the other." 87 This is obviously a judgment based on a secular
approach to matters of moral import. This line of reasoning is
positivistically blind to the far-reaching consequences, which
conflicting worldviews and underlying values have on the
everyday lives of people. The containment of freedom of religion
as a negative liberty strictly to be exercised within a private
domain also has the likely potential for unfair discrimination
against public religious practice. A strict positivistic approach
becomes untenable when the court ostensibly applies one set of
rules (confining the parties to the text), but then insidiously
applies extraneous considerations (such as secular worldviews,
subjective presumptions and meta-theoretical approaches) in
making value judgments or reaching conclusions of moral
import.
Adjudication based on a secular (humanist) worldview that
ostensibly promotes tolerance of non-religious and religious
views may seem to be a neutral solution, but in effect, it
invariably takes a stand against religious equality and
tolerance of religious beliefs in the public realm. The headlong
rush of the judiciary to advance amoral values reflects the will
of an ideological minority to impose irreligious worldviews on
society in the name of the Constitution. 88 Interestingly, the
South African Constitution acknowledges the importance of
religion and God's providence and therefore indicates a set of
values that should accord with religious world views. 89 Under
the mask of "neutrality," the legal positivistic decisions of the
courts in all the matters concerning same-sex rights hide a
prejudice that is decidedly intolerant of religion. The
injudicious application of legal positivism on moral issues
without due deference to religious and moral norms of society
inevitably, unjustly promotes intolerance of religion, and is out
of touch with the bani mores of society.

87. Id. at para. 94.
88. Marius Smit, The Headlong Rush to Amoral Activism-Positivism or
Alternative Adjudication, 1 J. S. AFR. L. 728 (2008).
89. S. AFR. CONST., 1996. The preamble ends with these phrases: "May God
protect our people. Nkosi Sikelcl' iAfrika. Morena holoka setjhaha sa hcso. God seen
Suid-Afrika. God bless South Africa." !d.
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VII. IMPACT OF SAME-SEX SEXUALITY ON EDUCATION
A.

Parent Rights and Curriculum Content

In terms of the South African common law parents have the
right to direct the education, religion and general upbringing of
their children. 90 In addition, Section 2 of the Convention
against Discrimination in Education, which was ratified by
South Africa on June 9, 1996, confirms in that parents or legal
guardians may determine the content and nature of the
education of their children. Article 4 of the African Charter on
the Rights and Welfare of the Child, which was ratified by
South Africa on January 7, 2000, also provides that treaty
states must respect the rights of parents to choose schools and
determine the education of their children. Therefore, the South
African common law and international law places a duty on the
State to uphold the rights of parents to determine the moral,
religious and cultural education of their children to the extent
that it does not conflict with the Constitution.
Part and parcel of parent rights is the right to contest
exposure of the child to potentially harmful or antagonistic
content in the curriculum. As a rule, it is good policy for any
school to require prior parental consent to the exposure of their
children to potentially contentious matters concerning sexeducation, in particular content that deals with same-sex
sexuality. Parents should be given reasonable opportunity to
contest contentious issues such as age-inappropriate and
explicit content in sex education, ideological indoctrination and
exposure to potentially harmful values. However, it is not
advocated that all contentious content should be banned
because, after all, schools are places where learners should be
taught to think critically and to take issue with contentious
matters. Educators, as professional pedagogues, should be
a ware of the moral outlook of society and should tailor the
content of their classes to augment the message of virtuous and
responsible behavior. School officials must balance the
interests of those who advocate same-sex sexuality and those

90. ERWIN SPmO, THE LAW OF PARENT AND CHILD (1985); BELINDA VAN
HEERDEN, BOBERG'S LAW OF PERSONS AND THE FAMILY (1999). The South African
common law is the ){oman-Dutch Law of the seventeenth century. Elements of English
Law such as the precedent system, the Law of Evidence and aspects of Commercial
Law have been incorporated to create a unique system of South African Law.
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who disagree, including parents who do not wish their young
children to be subjected to teaching about this aspect of human
sexuality at the hands of educators or school officialsY 1 It is
suggested that a better recourse would be for educators and
school officials to consider and accommodate reasonable
parental concerns when developing appropriate programs.
Sensitive and antagonistic content should not be taught unless
parents have been given fair and adequate warning in writing
and have had the opportunity to give their express consent
prior to the education. At this stage this is not standard
practice in South Mrican schools, although educators and
schools do at times obtain consent from parents in writing prior
to teaching or discussing contentious content.
The South Mrican National Curriculum Statement Is
centralized and determined by the National Department of
Education. The national policy with regards to the topics of
same-sex rights and sexual orientation is that every provincial
department has the competence to decide on the inclusion or
exclusion of these topics. The learning area of Life Orientation,
which is compulsory for grades one to twelve, addresses topics
such as life skills, health education (including HIV/AIDS
education), vocational guidance, civics and so forth. Although
the guidelines for the content of life-orientation are flexible, the
National Department of Education and the provincial
departments in South Mrica have to date decided to omit the
explicit discussion of the topic of same-sex or unconventional
sexual relations from the Life Orientation curriculum. This
prudent approach is supported by the author in view thereof
that parents are the primary educators who have the ultimate
responsibility educate their own children with regard to
contentious content in accordance with their moral and
religious outlook. However, HIV education in schools under the
banner of life-orientation has been mandated in all public
schools. In one survey, some teachers reported feeling
uncomfortable about teaching a curriculum that contradicted
with their own values and beliefs. 92 The educators experience a
dilemma in communicating messages of abstinence as well as

91. See Charles Russo symposium piece.
92. Naazema Ahmed et al., HJV Education in South African Schools: The
Dilemma and Conflicts of Educators, 37(Supp. 2) SCANDINAVIAN J. PUB. HEALTH 48, 51
(2009), available at http://sjp.sagepub.com/content!:n/2_suppl/48.full.pdf.
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safe sex. 93 Most felt that schools were responsible for sex
education only because of the absence of such education at
home. 94 Many considered the responsibility for sex education,
morals and values to lie with parents. 95
However, in view of the nature of the HIV pandemic in
South Africa, it is inconceivable that educators teaching health
education, which includes HIV/AIDS education, could avoid
any discussion or reference to same-sex sexuality. It seems
inevitable that the topic of same-sex practices would arise in
discussions of HIV/AIDS. Nevertheless, it is strongly advocated
that age-appropriate health and HIV/AIDS education should be
given and that the topic of same-sex practices should not be
discussed with young learners in the foundational or
intermediate phases (i.e. grades one to seven). The topic of
same-sex practices should only be broached at secondary school
level with the purpose of warning against the detrimental
effects of sexually transmitted diseases.

B.

Appointment of Educators with Same-Sex Orientation

In the landmark judgment Hoffmann v. South African
Airways96 concerning employer-employee relations, the
Constitutional Court held that it was unconstitutional of the
Airways to refuse the appointment of a potential employee,
who was HIV-positive, because it infringed on his
constitutional right not to be subjected to unfair
discrimination. This decision has far-reaching implications for
the employment of persons, whose status is HIV-positive, and
in regard to an employee's right to equality of treatment
generally. The Hoffman case implies that educators who are
HIV-positive must be appointed and must remain employed by
the Education Department or the particular school as long as
they are healthy enough and physically able to perform their
duties. The employer may also not terminate the services of
HIV-positivc employees simply because they arc HIV-positivc.

93. !d.

94. !d. at 50.
95. !d.
96. Hoffmann u. South African Airways 2000 (5) LLD 635 (CC).
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Dismissal of Educators with Same-Sex Orientation

In the matter of Strydom v. Nederduitse Gereformeerde
Gemeente, Moreleta Park, 97 a music teacher claimed damages
for unfair dismissal by a church by virtue of his homosexual
orientation. Strydom based his claim on the Promotion of
Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act. 98 It was
common cause that the plaintiffs contract with the church was
terminated on the basis that he was involved in a homosexual
relationship and that the church discriminated against him on
the basis of his sexual orientation. 99 The onus then rested on
the church to prove in terms of the limitation provision of the
Constitution that the discrimination was fair. 100 The right to
equality of Strydom had to be balanced against the freedom of
religion of the church. 101
The plaintiff argued that the church's opposition to
homosexuality on religious grounds was simply an expression
of bigotry. 102 The church presented clear evidence that its
stated belief was that marriage could only validly exist
between one man and one woman, and that persons of
homosexual orientation were therefore required to remain
celibate and were not (according to the church's norms) allowed
be involved in a homosexual relationship. 103 In view of the
church's teachings based upon the Bible, same-sex relations
would, in fact, amount to a cardinal sin. 104
The church argued that the plaintiff could not by way of his
example of living in a homosexual relationship deliver his
services as a spiritual leader and a lecturer in music at the
church's music academy. 105 The court found that the job
description of Strydom did not entail leadership or substantial
religious responsibilities and that the impact on religious

97. Strydom v. Nederduitse Gereformeerde Gemeente, Moreleta Parh 2009 (4) SA
510 (T).

98. Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act 1 of 2000
(S. Afr.).

99. Strydom v. Nederduitse Gereformeerde Gemeente, More/eta Parh 2009 (4) SA
510 (T) at para. 7.
100. Id.
101. ld. at para. 8.
102. See id. at para. 11.
103. Jd. at para. 12.
104. Jd.
105. !d. at para. 15-16.
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freedom did not justify the unfair discrimination. 106 Therefore,
the court found that the church could not show that it was part
of his job description that he was to become a role model for
Christianity. 107 The onus to justify the discrimination was not
discharged, and the court ordered the church is to pay the
plaintiff an amount of R 75,000 for the impairment of his
dignity and emotional and psychological suffering, and R 1,970
for loss of earnings. IOS
However, the secular reasoning of the court in Strydom is
at variance with the co-operative model of accommodating
religious freedom. In terms of the Constitution 109 it would
automatically be unfair to discriminate on grounds of religion
until proven otherwise. It is submitted that the court in
Strydom erroneously favoured a secular approach that treats
religion (and the religious rights of Christians in particular)
unfavourably. A secular approach to matters of moral or
religious import is not neutral as it implicitly favours a nonreligious worldview. As a result a clear pattern is developing in
South African jurisprudence wherein the affected group
(Christians) is caused to suffer from prejudice endorsed by the
courts. This places religious persons at the extremely painful
and intensely burdensome choices of either being true to their
faith or else respectful of the law. It is highly unlikely that
committed believers that intrinsically adhere to their religious
convictions will change their moral norms because a secular
court declares it to be unconstitutional.
Woolman 110 suggests that if a Christian school could show
that leading an "exemplary Christian life" was an important
part of every teacher's job description, "exemplary" being
interpreted by the church in accordance with its own tenets,
then it is conceivable that the church would be given some
latitude to flout the legal prohibition on employment
discrimination. To date, most schools in South Africa have not
included such requirements in their job descriptions. It is
probable that any job description that includes a condition that
discriminates unfairly against a person's sexual orientation
would also be unconstitutional. Based on this analysis, it is
106. /d. at para. 17.
107. !d.
108. !d. at para. 11.
109. S. AFR. CONST., 1996, § 9(3).
110. CONSTITUTIONAL LAW OF SOUTH AFRICA, supra note 13, at 11-18.
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clear that most public schools would find it very difficult to
justify the termination of educators by virtue of their sexual
orientation.
These cases have significant implications for all schools,
both public and independent. Strydom suggests that the
termination based on the sexual orientation of an educator
would only be justifiable if the job description specifically
requires of the educator to be a role model whose behaviour
and conduct will accord with the values, religious policy and
ethical norms of the school. Although there are no reported
cases of the unfair dismissal of educators by public schools
based on their sexual orientation, Strydom would clearly apply
to similar circumstances in schools. Strydom confirms the
principle that religious beliefs about sexual orientation,
however honestly and sincerely held, cannot influence what the
Constitution dictates in regard to the grounds of sexual
orientation. 111 Hoffman confirms that HIV-positive applicants
for employment, may not be refused appointment because of
their HIV status per se, but may only be refused appointment if
their HIV/AIDS condition is so advanced as to render them
entirely unfit for duty. 112 Care should be taken not to
stereotype all same-sex educators by branding them as being
promiSCUOUS.
On the other hand, although HIV-positive educators do not
generally pose a contagious health risk to learners or
colleagues at schools, it is conceivable that some HIV-positive
educators may pose a health risks in circumstances associated
with sexually promiscuous behaviour or if their health has
deteriorated to a stage that poses a health risk at the
workplace.
The Strydom case also illustrates that the legal positivistic
adjudication of same-sex rights is based on a secular
worldview, which is value-laden and influenced by prejudicial
assumptions. In essence, the Strydom decision entails that
religious freedom of the church and its members does not
justify discrimination against the plaintiff's sexual orientation.
The court thus effectively held that freedom of religion and

111. Strydom v. Nederduitse Gereformeerde Gemeente Moreleta Parh 2009 (1) SA
510 (T).
112. Hoffmann v. South African Airways 2000 (5) LLD 6:l5 (CC).
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religious convictions of the church are not legitimate interests
that should receive constitutional protection.
Nevertheless, it is highly unlikely that the majority of
Christians that intrinsically believe and adhere to the Biblical
censure of same-sex practice will change their belief as a result
of the court's injunction. As a result of the Strydom judgment,
the church and all its members are placed the unconscionable
position of having to choose between their religious beliefs and
the court's interpretation of homosexual rights based on
secular values. This outcome will probably or in all likelihood
has already resulted in civil disobedience and intolerance of the
law. Such an unfortunate consequence obviously has a severely
detrimental effect on the respect that members of society have
for the law.

D.

The Impact of HIVIAIDS on Education

In South Africa, court decisions that have been based on
secular approaches have had dire consequences for the wellbeing and moral outlook of society. The inability of the
Constitutional Court to perceive the probable increase in the
crime rate in South Mrica after the abolition of the death
penalty confirms this shortcoming. Statistics indicate that
crime levels, measured from one year to the next, are
increasing at a faster rate than any other time since 1994. 113
Although murder decreased in 2009, attempted murder, rape
and aggravated robbery increased unabatedly. 114 Various
factors contribute to the crime rate such as the removal of
capital punishment, a decrease in the number of policemen
between 1998 and 2000, a proliferation of illegal weapons, and
an annual average population increase of 1% during this
period. 115 However, despite reducing factors such as heightened
security consciousness, mandatory minimum punishments, a
bourgeoning security industry, the incidence (i.e. new
perpetration) of crime increased on average by 7% per year
smce the abolition of capital punishment. 116 Although

113. C.W. Marais, Safety and Security in South Africa, 3 CRIME RES. 8. AFR. 19992000, § 8.1 (2001).
111. Johan Burger et al., The State of Crime in South Africa, S. AFR. CRIME Q.,
Dec. 2010, at 1, 3-4, available at http://www.iss.eo.za/uploads/CQ34Full.pdf.
115. Marais, supra note 113, at § 8.
116. /d.
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positivists would deny the connection, 117 the crime wave that is
being experienced in South Africa may be attributable to the
prohibition of capital punishment.
It should be borne in mind that the secular approach to
hard cases ignores the role of morality in society and is blind to
the negative consequences that result from morally
questionable values, as Willmott asserted. 118 Positivistic
epistemology restricts and delimits otherwise valid knowledge
systems (such as legal morality, public opinion, interpretivism,
common religious beliefs, intuitive and experiential evidence of
causal relationships) to such an extent that the resultant
effects of such court decisions lead to distortions in society. 119
The reason for this myopic secularist logic is that positivistic
epistemology, by its very nature and definition, erroneously
excludes and delimits otherwise valid knowledge systems. The
consequences and ill effects of a deterioration in morality is
particularly significant and evident in South Africa which
suffers from the highest murder rate per capita and the highest
rate of HIV/AIDS (Human Immunodeficiency Virus/Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome) infection in the world.
However, the deterrent effect of capital punishment is
difficult to prove by empirical methods, because potential
criminals would not readily admit to contemplating the
commitment of capital offenses. However, the negative de facto
effects of the change in societal values and morality do become
apparent in view of the increase in offenses such as murder,
rape and attempted murder in South Africa. 120 This confirms

117. In his opening address at the symposium on democracy and the Constitution,
the former Chief Justice Chaskalson axiomatically stated that the crime wave
experienced in South Africa cannot be attributed to the prohibition of capital
punishment. Retired Chief Justice Arthur Chaskalson, Opening Address at the
University of Cape Town Constitution Week (Feb. 11, 2009), available at
http://www.dgru.uct.ac.za/dialogue/podcasts.
118. See Willmott, supra note 69, at 260.
119. VANDER WALT, supra note 68, at 27.
120. Statistics indicate that crime levels, measured from one year to the next, are
increasing at a faster rate than any other time since 1991. Marais, supra note 11::3, at§
8.1. Between 1995 and 1996 crime increased by 0.:1%. ld. Since then, the year-on-year
increase has been 1.1% (1997-1998), reaching a high of 7% (1998-1999). ld. Although
murder decreased annually by approximately 2%, attempted murder, rape, ag1-,>Tavated
robbery increased unabatedly. ,Johan Burger, A Golden Goal for South Africa, S. AFR.
CRIME Q., March 2007, at 1, 1-3, available at http://www.iss.co.za/uploads/CQ19FULL
PDF.PDF. Various factors contribute to the crime rate such as a decrease in the
number of policemen between 1998 and 2000, a proliferation of illegal weapons, and an
annual average population increase of 1% occurred during this period. /d. However,
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the erratic effect of positivism because, as Wilmot stated, the
empirical requirements for proof and atomistic approach to
communal structures cannot adequately accommodate the
notion of irreducible causal relationships.
By analogy, South Africa is currently experiencing the most
severe HIV/AIDS epidemic and has the highest number of HIVpositive people in the world, around 5. 7 million. 121 About half
of South Africa's population of 49 million are children. By 2015,
when the epidemic peaks, 10% of South Africa's population
(about 3.6 to 4.8 million children) will be orphans. 122 Despite
the strategic planning of the Department of Health, and
increased resources for fighting the pandemic, South Africa is
losing the battle against HIV/AIDS as the prevalence has risen
from 0. 7% in 1990 to over 22% in 2000. 123
Eaton et al. 124 found that in South Africa at least 50% of
young people are sexually active by the age of 16 years and
that the sexual behaviour of young people is unsafe. In this
regard it was found that between 1% and 5% of females and
10% to 25% of males reported having more than four partners
per year. 125 Between 50% and 60% of sexually active youth
report never using condoms. 126 The HIV infection rate among
girls is three times higher than among boys. 127 One of the
effects of HIV/AIDS on schools is that approximately 100,000
students do not have teachers in their classrooms during most
of the school year. Although the HIV/AIDS pandemic is
ravaging both the heterosexual and homosexual groups of the
population alike, persons with homosexual orientation fall in
despite reducing factors such as heightened security consciousness, mandatory
minimum punishments, a bourgeoning security industry, the incidence (i.e. new
perpetration) of crime increased on average by 7% per year. Id.
121. UNAIDS,
AIDS
EPIDEMIC
UPDATE
27
(2009),
available
at
http://www.unaids.org/en/media/unaids/contentassets/dataimport/pub/report/2009/jc17
OO_epi_update_2009_en.pdf.
122. See Leigh Johnson & Rob Darrington, THE IMPACT OF AIDS ON ORPHANHOOD
IN SOUTH AFRICA: A QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 5-6 (2001), available at
http://www .commerce. uct.ac.za/Research_ U nits/CARE/Monographs/Monogra phs/monoO
1.pdf.
123. Carol Coome, Keeping the Education System Healthy: Managing the Impact of
HJV/ AIDS on Education in South Africa, 3 CURRENT ISSUES IN COMP. EDUC. 14, 14
(2000), available at http://www.tc.columbia.edu/cice/lssues/03.01/31coombe.pdf.
124. Liberty Eaton et al., Unsafe Sexual Behavior in South African Youth, 56
SOCIAL SCI. & MED. 119, 151 (2003).
125. /d.
126. Jd.
127. UNAIDS, supra note 121, at 22.
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the high-risk group of people who are particularly vulnerable to
infection. 128 In a representative study of men who have sex
with men HIV-negative men reported an average of 5 partners
per year, and HIV-positive men reported an average of 7.5
partners per year. 129 The prevalence of HIV/AIDS was found to
be 38.3% in homosexual men, which is 2.5 times higher than
heterosexual men that are HIV positive. 130 Almost one in two
participants reported having unprotected anal intercourse in
the past year, with this being more than twice as common
among HIV-positive participants than among HIV-negative
participants. 131 Condom unavailability, or slippage and
breakage, were common and many participants reported using
substances such as Vaseline that reduce the protective effect of
condoms. 132 The majority of participants reported having had
sex while under the influence of alcohol. 133 A study found that
the prevalence of HIV/AIDS with lesbians was high
(approximately 15%). 134 This finding is in stark contrast with
international findings that report lesbians to be relatively riskfree in regard to sexually transmitted infections. The general
moral decline and concomitant promiscuous behavior has
contributed to the prevalence of HIV/AIDS in South Mrica.
Approximately 12% of the educator workforce is reported to be
HIV-positive. 135 Promiscuous educators of same-sex and
heterosexual orientation pose a health risk to colleagues and
learners at schools. Consequently, as a result of the increased
prevalence of HIV/AIDS infection, it stands to reason that
learners or educators with concurrent sexual partners, are
particularly at risk of contracting this killer disease.
In view thereof that homosexually oriented men fall within
the high risk category of contracting and spreading
128. Metcalf & Rispel, supra note 47, at 4. See also Anna·Magrieta de Wet & Alet
van Huyssteen, Elements of an Unsafe School Environment, in SAFE SCHOOLS 9, 45 (l.J.
Oosthuizen ed., 2008).
129. Metcalf & Rispel, supra note 4 7, at 1.
130. Id.
131. Id.
132. Id.
133. Id.
134. HELEN WELLS & LOUISE POLDERS, HIV & SEXUALLY TIMNSMITTED
lNFr:CTIONS (STIS) AMONG GAY AND Lr:SBIAN PEOPLE IN GAUTENG: PRI•:VALENCE AND
TESTING PRACTICES 2-3 (2006), available at: http://www.out.org.za/images/library/pdf/
HIV_and_STD _among_ Gays_and_Lesbians_research_findings. pdf.
135. Ndivhuwo Khangale, Eleven Teachers a Day Die of AIDS, THE STAR, April 1,
2005, at 1.
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HIV/AIDS, 136 it is reasonable and justifiable that the right to
life and physical safety of potentially affected persons should
outweigh the right to equality and non-discrimination of HIV
positive persons in schools. In instances where the high risk
behavior threatens the safety and life of learners or clolleagues
at schools, the constitutional right to life and the right to a safe
and healthy working environment should outweigh the
employment rights and right to equality of HIV-positive
educators.

E.

The Tolerance Threshold and Civil Disobedience

There will always be a tendency to apply a positivistic
approach in litigation, especially in matters requiring factual
proof. Nevertheless, m the interest of maintaining a
sustainable democracy, the unjust court decision that
inappropriately applies strict positivistic methods to matters
concerning issues of morality, religion and cultural differences,
will have to be tolerated. If society is to be open and democratic
in the fullest sense, it needs to be tolerant and accepting of
cultural pluralism and irreligious worldviews. 137 The
probability of conflicting interests, values, worldviews and
cultural traditions is certain in pluralist societies.
The question that arises is to what extent conflicting values
should be tolerated and are there any limits to toleration. The
democratic value of tolerance contains the paradox that the
liberal values, goals or manners may themselves contradict the
value of tolerance. 138 For instance, if a majority insists on their
liberal right to pursue their interests but in turn oppress the
freedom of minority groups through intolerance, then this
problem does not admit to easy solution. According to
Kymlicka, liberal democracies should not tolerate restrictions
on individual autonomy within groups, and should likewise not
tolerate unequal treatment between groups. 139 Liberal
tolerance protects the right of individuals to dissent from a

136. Metcalf & Rispel, supra note 4 7, at 1.
137. See MEC for Education: KwaZulu-Natal v. Pillay 2008 (1) SA 474 (CC) at
para. 92 ("As already noted, our Constitution does not tolerate diversity as a necessary
evil, but affirms it as one of the primary treasures of our nation.").
138. FRANK CUNNINGHAM, THEORTBS OF DEMOCRACY-A CRITTCAL INTRODUCTION
39 (2002)
139. WILL KYMLICKA, MULTICULTURAL CITIZENSHIP 153 (1995).
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group, as well as the collective right of groups not to be
persecuted by the State.
However, tolerance of injustice and unconscionable law or
conduct also has its limits. This notion found apt expression in
the famous formula of Radbruch, 140 a proponent of natural law.
He stated that the positive law, secured by legislation and
power, takes precedence even when its content is unjust and
inexpedient, unless the conflict between law and justice
reaches such an intolerable degree that the statute or judicial
law, as "lawless law," must yield to justice. 141
Therefore, the tolerance of immoral or unjust law is a
matter of degree; it will be tolerated until the threshold has
been overstepped, whereafter the peoples' critical mass will
react by restoring justice or by disregarding and disrespecting
the
unconscionable
law.
Kymlicka
suggests
that
"comprehensive" values favouring individual autonomy should
guide public policies, but typically by persuasion and
education, not legal imposition. 142 In order to instil the value of
tolerance and the ability to distinguish between immoral and
unjust laws inappropriately determined by positivistic court
rulings, education and an alternative forum (such as
Parliament) to deliberate issues morality, religion or culture
are possible solutions.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The effect of the legalization of same-sex partnerships on
education has been examined by demonstrating that the legal
positivistic approach of the judiciary has tended to disregard
religious concerns and arguments in matters of moral import.
Although the approach of the Constitutional Court is apparent,
it does not necessarily accord with the opinions and religious
views of the majority of South Africans with regard to same-sex
rights. This discussion has highlighted the constitutional
provisions and relevant case law on the best interest of the
child, parental rights and the changing attitudes towards
same-sex couples in South Africa. In view of the HIV/AIDS

140. Urian Bix, Robert Alexy, Radbruch's Formula and the Nature of Legal Theory,
l:i9, 140 (2006).
}![ 1. ld.
112. KYMLICKA, supra note 139, at 158 (1995).
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pandemic, any modeling or advocacy of high risk or
promiscuous sexual behavior by either same-sex or
heterosexually oriented persons or groups would harm the best
interests of children. This author is of the opinion that schools
should promote and advocate abstension insofar possible and
that school codes of conduct should include provisions
endorsing chaste sexual behavior in order to allay or avoid the
high risks related to promiscuous same-sex and heterosexual
behavior that.
Social institutions perform an important social function of
perpetuating culture and rearing responsible, civilized and
civic-minded young people. It is contended that the State has a
responsibility to advance the purpose of education by avoiding
contentious curriculum content on same-sex practices and by
supporting public schools in circumstances where same-sex
interests might unjustifiably harm or conflict with the
legitimate interests of parents and students at schools.
Strydom demonstrates that the right to equality based on
freedom of sexual orientation inevitably conflicts with the
fundamental right to religious freedom. Secular interpretation
of the law has changed and will continue to change the moral
outlook of society, but a strict positivistic approach becomes
untenable when the courts make value judgments or reach
conclusions of moral import based on a secular (amoral)
worldview. This is particularly apt in the realm of public
education where formalistic application of the text of the
Constitution based on legal positivistic approach may not be in
the best interest of the child, may result in increased health
risks for students, may undermine parental rights, and may
impair the long term interests of society.
Insofar as conflicting interests, values, worldviews and
religious or cultural traditions are certainties in pluralist
societies and liberal democracies, such conflicting ideas and
non-conformist practices should be tolerated to the extent that
the legal consequences are negligible. However, unconscionable
law should not be tolerated if interests are infringed, rights are
violated and the resultant harm surpasses an acceptable
threshold. In this regard it is suggested that the judiciary has a
responsibility to exercise restraint by avoiding strict positivistic
formalism when dealing with religious arguments to influence
adjudication in hard cases of moral import. It is recommended
that the courts should remain responsive to societal values and
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religious worldviews. Failing to do so will inevitably promote
prejudicial intolerance of religious freedom, which in turn will
result in widespread disrespect for the law by virtue of strongly
held religious beliefs.

